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Abstract 

The notion of (p, .D)-separable polynomials in skew polynomial rings was 
introduced by S. Ikehata, and X. Lou gave a characterization of p--separable 
polynomials in skew polynomial rings of automorphism type. In this paper, 
we shall give a new characterization of .D-separable polynomials in skew poly
nomial rings of derivation type. 

1 Introduction and Preliminaries 

Let A/ B be a ring extension with common identity. A/ B is said to be separable if the 
A-A-homomorphism of A®BA onto A defined by z®w e---+ zw (z, w EA) splits. It is 
well known that A/ B is separable if and only if there exists Li Zi ® wi E (A ®B At 
such that Li ziwi = 1, where (A ®B A)A = {0 EA ®BA I u0 = 0u (Vu EA)}. 

Throughout this paper, let B be an associative ring with identity element 1, and 
D a derivation of B. By B[X, D] we denote the skew polynomial ring in which 
the multiplication is given by aX = Xa + D(a) for any a E B. Moreover, by 
B[X; D](o), we denote the set of all manic polynomials f in B[X; D] such that 
JB[X;D] = B[X;D]f. From now on, let f = LZ:oXiai E B[X;D](o) (m 2: 
l, am = 1), A = B[X; D]/ f B[X; D], and x = X + f B[X; D]. As was shown in [3, 
Lemma 1.6], we see that f is in B[X; D](o) iff ai E BD (0 :::::; i :::::; m - 1) and 

aia = t G)Di-\a)aj (Va E B,O:::; i:::::; m -1). 
J=i 

(1.1) 

Since f E BD[X], there is a derivation iJ of A which is naturally induced by D (that 

is, iJ is defined by iJ (L7=~1 xicj) = L7=~1 xi D(ci) (ci E B)). Now we consider 

the following A-A-homomorphisms: 

We say that f is a separable polynomial in B[X; D] if A is a separable extension of 
B, namely, there exists an A-A-homomorphism v: A ➔ A ®BA such that µv = lA 
(the identity map of A). Moreover, f is called a D-separable polynomial in B[X; D] 
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if there exists an A-A-homomorphism v : A ----+ A ®EA such that µv = IA and 
~v = vD. The notion of D-separable polynomials was introduced by S. Ikehata 
(cf. [3]). By [7, Theorem 2.1] and [3, Theorem 2.1], the following lemma is already 
known. 

Lemma 1.1. Letf = I::0 xiai (m 2: l,am = 1) be inB[X;Dl(o)• Thefollowing 
are equivalent. 

(1) f is D-separable in B[X; D]. 

(2) f is separable in C(BD)[X], where C(BD) is the center of BD = {b E BI D(b) = 

O}. 

(3) r5(f) is invertible in C(BD), where r5(f) is the discriminant off. 

In this paper, we shall characterize D-separable polynomials in B[X; D]. In 
section 2, we define a D-matrix over B, and we shall mention briefly on it. In section 
3, we shall give a new characterization of D-separable polynomial by making use 
of the trace map. Moreover, we shall show the "distance" between separability and 
D-separability. 

2 D-matrix 

In this section, let BD = {b E BI D(b) = O}, and C(BD) the center of BD. For any 
b E B, h will represent the inner derivation effected by b (i.e. h(a) = ab - ba for 
any o: E B). In [12], X. Lou defined the p-matrix, and he characterized p-separable 
polynomials in B[X; p] by making use ofit. In constant, we shall define the D-matrix 
as follows: 

Definition 2.1. (1) An element bin Bis called a D-element if h(B) C D(B) 
and BD c Ker h, where Ker his the kernel of h. 

(2) A matrix P over Bis called a D-matrix if every entry of P is a D-element. 

Remark 1. In Definition 2.1 (1), if a D-element bis in BD then the condition 
BD C Ker h implies that b E C(BD). 

Lemma 2.2. Let b and c be D-elements in B. 

(1) b + c is also a D-element. 

(2) If either b or c is in BD, then be is also a D-element. 

(3) If b E BD and b is invertible in B, then b-1 is also a D-element. 
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Proof. Let a and (3 be arbitrary elements in E and ED, respectively. Assume that 
b and e are D-elements. Then there exist b', d E E such that 

h(a) = ab - ba = D(b'), Ic(a) = ae - ea= D(e'). (2.1) 

Moreover, we see that (3b = b(3 and (3e = c(3. 
(1) Since the equation (2.1), we have h+c(a) = a(b+c)- (b+e)a = (ab-ba) + 

(ae - ea) = D(b') + D(e') = D(b' + d). Therefore h+c(E) C D(E). It is obvious 
that (3(b + e) - (b + e)(3 = 0, and hence ED C Ker h+c· 

(2) Assume that bis in ED_ Note that be = eb and Ib(ae) = D(b") for some 
b" EE. So it follows from the equation (2.1) that hc(a) = abe - bca = acb- bae + 
bae - bca = h(ac) + bic(a) = D(b") + bD(c') = D(b" + be'). Thus hc(E) c D(E). 
Clearly, we see that (3be - bc(3 = 0. Therefore ED C Ker hc-

(3) Assume that b E ED and b is invertible. Since bb-1 = 1 and b E ED, we 
obtain 

0 = D(l) = D(bb-1 ) = bD(b-1 ). 

This implies that b-1 E ED_ Since the equation (2.1), we have b-1a - ab-1 

b-1 D(b')b-1 = D(b-1b'b-1 ). Hence h-1 (E) c D(E). In addition, (3b = b(3 means 
that (3b- 1 = b-113. Thus ED C Ker h-1. □ 

Lemma 2.3. Let P be a D-matrix over ED. 

(1) det(P) is a D-element in C(ED). 

(2) If P is an invertible matrix, then the inverse matrix of P is also a D-matrix. 

(3) Assume that P = pT ( the transpose of P). If P has a left ( or right) inverse 
matrix which is a D-matrix, then det(P) is invertible in C(ED). 

Proof. Let P = [PiJ]nxn be a D-matrix over ED for some positive integer n. In 
particular, Pisa matrix over C(ED) by Remark 1. 

(1) It is obvious by Lemma 2.2 (1) (2). 
(2) Assume that P is an invertible matrix, and P* be the cofactor matrix of P. 

It follow from Lemma 2.2 (1) (2) that every entry of P* is a D-element (i.e. P* is 
a D-matrix). By Lemma 2.2 (3) and the assertion (1), moreover, det(P)-1 is also a 
D-element. Therefore p-1 = det(P)-1 P* is a D-matrix. 

(3) Assume that P = pT and there exists a D-matrix Q = [Qij]nxn such that 
QP = E (the identity matrix). Since% is a D-element and PiJ E ED, we have 
Qk£PiJ = PiJQk£ (1 ::; i, j, k, £ ::; n). Then we see that QP = E iff L7=i %PJk = 8ik 
(the Kronecker's delta) iff L7=iPJk% = 8ik iff PTQT = E iff PQT = E. Hence 
Q = QT is the inverse matrix of P. We put here D(Q) = [D(Qij)]nxn· Since 
PiJ E ED, we obtain 
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This implies that D(Q)P = 0 (the zero matrix), and hence D(Q) = 0 (i.e. Q is a 
matrix over ED). Therefore Q is a matrix over C(BD) by Remark 1. Since P and Q 
are matrices over C(BD) such that PQ = QP = E, we see that det(P) is invertible 
in C(BD). □ 

3 D-separability in B[X; D] 
The conventions and notations employed in the preceding section will be used in 
this section. We shall use the following conventions: 

• AD= {z EA I D(z) = 0}. 

• C(AD) is the center of AD_ 

• 7ri : A ---+ A is the projection map defined by 

• T : A ---+ B is the trace map defined by 

m-1 

T (z) = L 1ri(xiz) (z EA). 
i=O 

• Tt = [T(xixj)lmxm> where m = degf (i.e. Tt is am x m symmetric matrix 
whose (i + 1,j + 1) element is T(xixj)). 

• 8(f) = det(Tt) (the discriminant off). 

Remark 2. (1) Clearly, 7ri (0 :::; i :::; m - 1) and T are left C(BD)- right B
homomorphisms. 

(2) It is easy to see that 

First we shall show the following. 

Lemma 3.1. (1) Every ai (0:::; i:::; m - 1) is a D-element in C(BD). 

(2) Tt = [T(xixj)lmxm is a D-matrix over C(BD). 
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Proof. (1) Since the equation (1.1), we have 

aia = aai + :t G) DJ-i(a)aJ 
j=i+l 

~cw,+ D (t., (:) [Ji-H(a)a.;) . 

This implies that Ia;(B) C D(B) and BD C Ker la; (0 Si Sm - 1). Hence every 
ai is a D-element. 

(2) It is easy to see that every T(xixJ) (0 :<:::; i,j :<:::; m - 1) is generated by ak 
(0 :<:::; k ::=; m - 1). Then, by Lemma 2.2 and the assertion (1), every T(xixJ) is a 
D-element. Therefore T1 is a D-matrix. □ 

So we shall show the following lemma which gives a new equivalent condition of 
D-separability. 

Lemma 3.2. The following are equivalent. 

(1) f is D-separable in B[X; D]. 

(2) T1 has a left ( or right) inverse matrix which is a D-matrix. 

Proof. (1) ==} (2) Let f be D-separable in B[X; D]. So, by Lemma 1.1, 8(!) = 
det(T1) is invertible in C(BD), and hence T1 has an inverse matrix Tj1. Noting 
that T1 is a D-matrix, Tj1 is also a D-matrix by Lemma 2.3 (2). 

(2) ==} (1) Assume that T1 has a left inverse matrix which is a D-matrix. Then, 
by Lemma 2.3 (3), 8(!) = det(T1) is invertible in C(BD). Thus f is D-separable by 
Lemma 1.1. □ 

The following theorem at some extent shows the "distance" between separability 
and D-separability in B[X; D]. 

Theorem 3.3. The following are equivalent. 

(1) f is D-separable in B[X; D]. 

(2) f is separable in B[X; D] with a separable set { zi, wi} of A/ B such that 
Li ZiT( wi) = 1. 

Proof. (1) ==} (2) Let f be D-separable in B[X; D]. So, by Lemma 1.1, f is 
separable in C(BD)[X]. As was shown in [1, chapter III, Theorem 2.1], there ex
ists separable system {zi, wi} of C(AD)jC(BD) such that Li ziT(wiu) = u for any 

u E C(AiJ). So we can see that {zi,wi} is still a separable system of A/B, and 
Li ziT( wi) = 1. 
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(2) ====} (1) Assume that f is separable in B[X; D] with a separable set {zi, wi} of 
A/ B such that Li ZiT(wi) = 1. We put here Zi = L';~1 xJcij and wi = L;,,=-01 dikxk. 

We obtain then 

~z, 0w, ~ ~ (~1"~, 0 ~°'•x•) 
~ ~," 0 (~ ~caJ°',x'). 

We set ejk = Li Cijdik and Uj = L;,:01 ejkXk. Clearly, { xJ, Uj} is a still separable 
system of A/B such that L';~1 xJT(uJ) = 1. Let T be a map from A ®BA to A 
defined by T(r1 ® r 2 ) = r1T(r2 ) (r1 , r 2 EA). So we have 

m-1 

xc = xc L xJT(uJ) 

j=O 

= T (xc f xJ ® uJ) 
J=O 

= T ('f xj ® UjXc) 
J=O 

= 'f xj T ('f ejkXk+C) 
j=O k=O 

~ ~," (~e;,T(x'+l)) 
This implies that L;,:01 ejkT(xk+R) = 8Jc• By setting P = [eJ+l,k+i]mxm, we have 
PTt = E. Noting that a L';=~1 xJ ® Uj = L';~1 xJ ® Uja for any a E B, we obtain 

L';t1 G)DJ-C(a)uJ = Uja, This implies that ejk is a D-element, and hence P is a 

D-matrix. Therefore f is .D-separable by Lemma 3.2. □ 
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